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Battle Infinity (IBAT) finished its pre-sale 66 days early. Listing IBAT  on decentralized exchanges
(DEXs) and centralized exchanges (CEXs) is the next step on Battle Infinity’s road map . The group
has previously announced IBAT’s inclusion on PancakeSwap, and August 17 is the scheduled launch
date for the token’s trading on the DEX.

The PancakeSwap listing should be worth 10 times as much
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to Battle Infinity as it is now
On August 10th, Battle Infinity announced that IBAT would be listed on the top-tier DeFi exchange
PancakeSwap. Those who did not participate in the presale will have another chance to acquire
tokens when the company investigates further listings on CEXs.

Token holders may see gains of more than 10 times their initial investment if IBAT becomes live on
PancakeSwap. The increasing value of IBAT tokens is a major factor that could lead to this
happening. 66 days earlier than expected, $5 million in BNB tokens were raised during the IBAT
presale. The second allocation sold out in less than 24 hours during the presale.

In addition, IBAT has brought in a hard-charging marketing group that will help the token gain
traction. The same group of marketers are responsible for the success of other products like Lucky
Block. Due to the team’s marketing efforts, Lucky Block gained 90 times as much, and Battle
Infinity, with its unique strategy and clear route map, has a good chance of breaking that record.

 

The future seems bright for Battle Infinity
Both the immediate and long term futures look bright for Battle Infinity. One of the fastest-growing
fields in the crypto industry and beyond is the metaverse. There will be a huge demand for projects
like IBAT that provide services in the metaverse in the not-too-distant future.

As a result, there has been a rise in interest and sales of crypto-based video games. The popularity
and worth of some of the earliest blockchain gaming ecosystems, like as Axie Infinity and The
Sandbox, have recently skyrocketed. IBAT has all the makings of the next big thing in blockchain
gaming, with its well-thought-out road map, dedicated crew, and distinctive services.

In a research, McKinsey & Company estimated that the metaverse would be worth $5 trillion by
2030. The metaverse has received over $120 billion in investments in 2022. Therefore, there is
potential for huge profits for early investors if IBAT successfully captures a sizeable portion of the
metaverse market.

One of the most promising new metaverse platforms of 2022 is Battle Infinity. The long-standing
fantasy sports platform features a rich 3D environment where users can create and use avatars to
engage with one another. Users will also be able to acquire non-fungible tokens (NFTs) representing
virtual land.

In addition to Battle Infinity, Battle Infinity will be a part of this universe. Battle Infinity will provide
a token-swapping service and a crypto-staking platform, expanding Battle Infinity’s potential user
base.


